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Role of Malocclusion and Craniofacial Morphology in
Obstructive Sleep Apnea
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A b s t r ac t
Being one of the most pervasive disorder with far-reaching adverse health implications, understanding the etiology of obstructive sleep apnea
(OSA) in relation to craniofacial morphology and malocclusion is critical with regards to rational treatment planning, management, and longterm stability. The principal aim of this article is to present an invaluable insight into the role of malocclusion in the genesis of OSA by reviewing
the orthodontic and sleep medicine literature pertaining to pediatric and adult OSA populations. The potential mechanisms underlying the
association of malocclusion and OSA are also discussed.
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Introduction

N

ormal sleep is a complex, critical physiological activity
significantly affecting all aspects of an individual’s existence.1
In sleep disorders, disruption of normal sleep architecture usually
results in nocturnal hypoxemia, frequent arousals during sleep,
excessive daytime somnolence and can lead to systemic disease.1,2
The most common and significant presentation of sleep-disordered
breathing (SDB) is OSA that constitutes a significant proportion
(84%) of all SDB cases and has myriad implications beyond disrupted
sleep.3 OSA is a chronic, progressive, multifactorial and potentially
life-threatening sleep disorder in which recurrent episodes of partial
or complete collapse of the upper airway occur during sleep in the
presence of active inspiratory or ventilatory effort.4,5 It has been
reported that an estimated 1.2–5.7% of children are affected by OSA
with a greater prevalence in boys than girls.6 Myriad population
studies across different ethnicities and countries report similar adult
OSA prevalence rates in the range of 3–7.5% in males and 2–3%
in females, despite the differences in demographics, craniofacial
structures and obesity patterns in various populations.7 Having
been often overlooked and underdiagnosed for many decades,
OSA is now being widely recognized as a pervasive medical
disorder having far-reaching adverse medical and psychological
implications.8
Myriad physio-anatomic factors contributing to the patho
physiology of OSA include upper airway anatomy, upper airway
resistance, upper airway muscle activity during sleep and central
control of respiration.9 Additionally, significant role of craniofacial
factors involving a spectrum of craniofacial abnormalities, and
obesity has been implicated in pathogenesis of OSA.10 Of all the
factors, structural factors related to craniofacial bony anatomies,
such as bimaxillary retrusion (retropositioning of the maxilla and
mandible), mandibular retrognathia and micrognathia, microgenia,
mandibular hypoplasia, shorter maxillary length, and high-arch
narrow palate are being increasingly acknowledged as predisposing
factors in etiopathogenesis of OSA.7
Understanding the etiology of OSA is critical with regards to
treatment planning, management, and long-term stability. The
predominant association of OSA with obesity as a major risk factor
has been well-documented in the literature. The purpose of this
article is to provide a concise overview of the role of malocclusion
in the development of OSA by reviewing the orthodontic and
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sleep medicine literature pertaining to pediatric and adult OSA
populations. The potential mechanisms underlying the association
of malocclusion and OSA are also discussed.

Etiopathogenesis of OSA in relation to Craniofacial
Morphology and Malocclusion
The importance of the role of maxillofacial malformation and
malocclusion in OSA has attracted greater attention only in the
recent past11 Malocclusion is a type of maxillofacial anomaly that has
been ascribed as a major cause for breathing through the mouth.
Mouth breathing during sleep is often associated with backward
shifting of the tongue with its base periodically contacting the
posterior pharyngeal wall and causing partial occlusion of the
upper airway in the retropalatal and retroglossal regions.12 Presence
of nasal obstruction in association with maxillary constriction
also contributes to high nasal resistance, lateral narrowing of
the upper oral cavity and altered tongue posture, consequently
narrowing the retroglossal airway in OSA patients.13 Relaxation
of the genioglossal and mentalis muscle and hypotonicity of the
surrounding musculature during sleep progression can easily cause
glossoptosis of the collapsed upper airway in humans lying in a
supine position.14 More so with increased overjet (i.e., the horizontal
overlap between upper and lower incisor teeth when the opposing
posterior teeth are in contact), the inability of the patients to attain
normal lip closure further compounds the problem.15
In spite of being a serious problem with important public health
implications in a developing country like India with limited health
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resources, the role of malocclusion in OSA is most often overlooked,
thus rendering the problem/condition being often underdiagnosed
and untreated. In such a scenario, the role of orthodontist trained to
monitor growth assumes great importance in the early evaluation,
formulation of the individualized treatment plan, and the institution
of appropriate treatment.

Diagnostic Tools for Malocclusion Assessment as
Related to Obstructive Sleep Apnea
A thorough functional, positional, and structural assessment of the
dentofacial pattern, including the assessment of the pharyngeal
structures, is indispensable with the orthodontic diagnosis and
treatment planning. Diagnosis of hard and soft tissue anatomic
abnormalities contributing to narrowing or obstruction of the
pharyngeal airway during sleep should be based on comprehensive
clinical examination, lateral cephalometric analysis, digital
photographic analysis, photogrammetry and study model analysis,
all of which aid in the quantitative evaluation of facial proportions,
profiles, and malocclusion. Three-dimensional volumetric
reconstructions and analyses using computed tomography (CT)
scans and MRI also prove invaluable in a comprehensive assessment
of craniofacial morphology in OSA.7

Malocclusion as a Risk Factor for OSA in children
Ikävalko et al.16 reported that altered craniofacial morphology is
a predisposing risk factor for the development of OSA in some
children. Morphologic features related to a long and narrow
face such as dolichofacial pattern, high mandibular plane angle,
increased lower anterior face height, narrow high-arch palate,

and severe maxillary and mandibular crowding, in conjunction
with mandibular retrognathia and a convex profile are the most
commonly reported dentofacial characteristics in pediatric OSA
patients.17-19 An example of a pediatric non-obese patient with Class
II malocclusion and severe anterior open bite, displaying signs of
OSA is illustrated in Figures 1A and 1B.
Substantial improvement of the symptoms and elimination
of both objective and subjective measures of OSA following the
correction of two specific dentofacial anomalies, such as maxillary
constriction by rapid maxillary expansion, and mandibular
retrognathia by functional jaw orthopedics in children justify/
explain the implicatory role of malocclusion in the pathogenesis
of OSA.20-23

Associative Relationships between Malocclusion and
Obstructive Sleep Apnea
The associative mechanism between skeletal malocclusion pattern
and OSA has been widely discussed and explored in different
populations, with myriad studies demonstrating high associations,
and only few reporting weaker or nil associations between the
two. As regards to prevalence of malocclusion in 5–10-year-old
Vancouver’s pediatric population with SDB, Pliska et al.24 did not
find a significant prevalence of skeletal malocclusion. The reported
percentage frequency of maxillary constriction (posterior crossbite)
and mandibular retrognathia were 15.5% and 4.8% of the sample,
respectively.
In a cross-sectional investigation involving 604 subjects under
18 years of age, Huynh et al.19 found no significant associations of
anteroposterior mandibular deficiencies with reported pediatric OSA

Fig. 1A: Class II division 1 malocclusion with anterior-open bite and excessive facial convexity in a seven-year old patient seeking
orthodontic treatment for protruded teeth
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Fig. 1B: Polysomnographic report of the child showing moderate grade OSA

symptoms when compared with other subjects. However, a retrusive
mandible and overjet showed significant association with morning
headaches, tooth grinding and clenching in pediatric OSA patients.
Miyao et al.,15 were one of the foremost researchers who
studied the maxillofacial bone features, including the role of
malocclusion in non-obese Japanese adult male patients with OSA
using cephalometric and dental model analyses. They concluded
that patients with class II malocclusion exhibited higher apneahypopnea index with severe overjet being a significant factor
(greater than 6 mm) closely associated with severity of apneahypopnea index (AHI) in non-obese OSA patients. The overall
prevalences of severe overjet and deep overbite (i.e., the vertical
overlap of the upper incisor teeth over the lower incisors when the
opposing posterior teeth are in contact) (greater than 6 mm) were
12

43.3% and 26.8%, respectively. Variables such as age, the angle of
protrusion of the maxillary alveolar base (SNA), the difference in
angle of protrusion between the maxillary and mandibular alveolar
bases (ANB), thickness of the airway behind the soft palate (PAS),
mandibular plane to hyoid (Mp-H), distance between posterior
nasal spine and tip of the soft palate (PNS-P), overbite, and overjet
did not show any significant differences between non-obese
(BMI<25 kg/m2) and obese obstructive sleep apnea syndrome
(OSAS) patients. However, a significantly smaller angle of protrusion
of the mandibular alveolar base (SNB) reflected a greater role of
mandibular retrusion in non-obese than in obese OSAS patients.
Similarly, influential role of abnormal maxillofacial features such
as a small mandible and maxilla, and a retroposition mandible in
the genesis of obstructive apnea/hypopnea events during sleep in
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non-obese OSAS patients (with a small neck diameter) have also
been shown in a cluster analysis conducted by Tsuchiya et al. 25
(using cephalometry and CT images of 84 patients with OSAS). In
addition to body weight, Hou et al.26 also identified lower posterior
facial height, mandibular body length, craniocervical extension, and
sella-hyoid distance as the significant predictive variables for OSA
in Chinese male subjects. The craniocervical angle, representing
both head posture and cervical vertebral compensatory changes,
has also been shown to be a useful diagnostic or monitoring
measurement in OSA subjects. Ang et al.27 reported a more caudal
hyoid bone position and greater craniocervical angulation in
Chinese OSA patients.
Comparative studies28-30 between Asian and Caucasian OSA
populations have shown increased severity of OSA at lower levels of
obesity, thereby suggesting that restrictive features of craniofacial
morphology such as shorter, steeper anterior cranial base, smaller
maxilla, and smaller and retropositioned mandible, are important
predisposing risk factors for OSA in Asians compared to Caucasians.
The skeletal craniofacial morphology has also been shown to play
a major etiological role in 62% of nonobese Asian OSA population
as compared to soft-tissue morphology. 31 A meta-analysis by
Miles et al.32 showed that among all the craniofacial risk variables,
mandibular body length is the strongest risk factor exhibiting
greater associations with OSA.
Johal and Conaghan33 assessed the role of maxillary morphology
in the etiology of OSA using cephalometrics and study model
measurements. More obtuse palatal angle in male OSA subjects,
shorter PNS-posterior pharyngeal wall distance and longer soft
palate in female OSA subjects were significant findings of the study.
Smaller anteroposterior facial dimensions, mandibular retrognathia
with shorter mandibular body length, and a significantly shorter
distance from the posterior pharyngeal wall to the lingual surface
of their lower incisors were found to be significant contributing
factors in OSA. Both males and females demonstrated significantly
reduced minimum palatal airway widths. The authors also found
that palatal height measurement at the level of the first premolar,
second premolar, and molar was a reliable indicator of maxillary
constriction. These findings were contrary to the findings of Cistulli
et al.,34 and Seto et al.,13 who observed no significant differences in
palatal heights between OSA and control subjects.
Pertaining to the role of soft-tissue causative factors in
Caucasians; a larger soft palate, an increased soft palate length,
a smaller pharynx, and a larger tongue size have been shown to
contribute significantly to the development of OSA.35 On the contrary,
similar analysis in a Japanese sample, however, did not reveal greater
soft tissue volumes in OSA patients; although significantly restricted
mandibular dimensions were observed in these patients.36

Ethnic Variability of Risk Factors
Sutherland et al.7 theorized that the contributions of upper airway
soft tissues, craniofacial bony dimensions, and obesity risk factors
may show variability along with differences in predominant primary
pathophysiology between ethnic groups. Owing to issues such as
complex and heterogeneous nature of population groups, variation
in measurements, definitions of OSA, variable contribution of facial
structure, ethnicity and control groups, intra-ethnic study designs
present inherent difficulties in extrapolating inter-ethnic differences
in OSA craniofacial morphology. However, common features
associated with craniofacial morphology in OSA in both Caucasian
and Asian populations predominantly include the inferior positioning
of the hyoid bone, retropositioning of the mandible, a smaller cranial
base and an increase in the craniocervical extension angle.

Epidemiologic Panorama of Malocclusion in Relation
to Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Skeletal class II pattern usually results from maxillary prognathism,
mandibular retrognathism or hypoplasia, or any combination of the
two, resulting in a convex profile. The main underlying problem
in skeletal class II patients with OSA is the posteriorly-oriented or
underdeveloped mandible which results in displacement of the soft
tissues attached to it, impinging on the airway space and adversely
affecting the airway patency.37
With respect to the frequency distribution of classes II and III
skeletal relationships, Johal et al.,33 and Seto et al.13 observed no
significant differences between OSA and control subjects. However,
significant differences in facial profile shape and malocclusion class
in adult Malay subjects with and without OSA were reported in a
study by Banabilh et al.,38 who investigated the association of facial
profile shape, malocclusion class, and palatal morphology with OSA
in these subjects. The frequency of class II malocclusion was highest
among the OSA group at 51.7%, followed by that of class I at 35%
and class III at 13.3%. A convex facial profile (71.7%) and V-shaped
palatal vault (53.3%) were other frequent findings in OSA patients.
Similarly, increased prevalence of class II malocclusion (26.3%) with
mandibular retrognathia (19.7%) among Brazilian OSA patients has
also been reported in a study by Zonato et al.39 Capistrano et al.
also showed that class II and brachyfacial morphological patterns
exhibit greater apnea and hypopnea index (AHI) as compared to
class III skeletal patterns.40
Indian adults with OSA exhibit variations in dental arch
morphology when compared to similar age and gender-matched
normal subjects. High prevalence of malocclusions in relation to
the molar/canine region has been reported in the OSA group,
with 60% of the OSA subjects demonstrating an Angle’s class II
malocclusion.41
Furthermore, a critical evidence-based appraisal by Patel and
Nagle42 substantiated the consistent role of class II malocclusion
in the etiopathogenesis of OSA disorder. Considering the
multifactorial causes of OSA, it has also been reported that higher
incidence of OSA appears to be associated with classes I and II
malocclusions.43 Roedig et al.44 reported greater associations
of skeletal Class II phenotypes with the development of OSA,
irrespective of individual’s BMI.
Very recently, the frequent occurrence of “silent” OSA has also
been observed in patients with dentofacial deformities (DFD).45 The
greater prevalence of OSA was found in bimaxillary DFD involving
the chin and chronic obstructive nasal breathing when compared
with the general adult population. The mandibular deficiency
and short face patterns were most commonly affected by silent
OSA.45 An example of a severe skeletal class II malocclusion with
asymmetric dentofacial deformity and excessive facial convexity
in an adult patient with long-standing bilateral TMJ ankylosis,
contributing to severe OSA is depicted in Figures 2A and B.
In pediatric OSA patients, increased prevalence of Class II
molar relationship, i.e., 29.3% as compared to 4.9% in the non-OSA
control group has also been reported by Pirilä-Parkkinen et al.18
Studies reporting the increased number of pediatric OSA patients
having a class II malocclusion provide the basis for explanation of
occurrence of increased overjet in them.46-48 Craniofacial skeletal
variables such as mandibular retrognathia are supposed to have
moderate to high genetic contributions.49 On the contrary, occlusal
variables, such as molar relationship, exhibit minimal familial
associations. Hence, the increased frequency of class II malocclusion
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Fig. 2A: Severe asymmetric Class II dentofacial deformity due to long-standing bilateral TMJ ankylosis in an adult patient seeking intervention
for nil mouth opening, periodontally compromised dentition and severe OSA

in OSA patients may be explained by environmental factors.49 For
instance, the development of a class II malocclusion in OSA can be
attributed to the extended head position attained as an overactive
compensation mechanism for a narrow retroglossal airway. The
prolonged head and cervical column extension usually affect the
mandibular rest position, thereby causing mandibular retrusion
and increased overjet.50
Concerning the variations in dental arch dimensions as related
to OSA, children with diagnosed OSA exhibit narrower maxillary
dental arches, increased overjet, reduced overbite, shorter
mandibular dental arch length and mandibular crowding when
compared with the non-OSA control children.18 The characteristic
features of skeletal open bite such as posteriorly inclined mandible
and increased lower anterior facial height were also observed in
pediatric OSA patients with anterior open bite (AOB). 51 Strong
associations of mandibular crowding and AOBs with increased
severity of OSA, have also been reported in literature.
The occurrence of constricted maxillary arch width in
children with OSA has been attributed to following factors:
(i) mouth breathing and an altered position of the tongue, which
disturbs the muscular equilibrium between the tongue and the
cheeks,18 and (ii) a prolonged supine sleeping position which is
related to AHI in OSA patients. 52 It has been postulated that a
prolonged supine sleeping position in young children (up to 10
years of age) correlates with reduced intermaxillary width, while
prolonged head extension during sleep correlates inversely
with the overjet. 50 Due to nasopharyngeal airway obstruction in
14

OSAS‐patients, tongue assumes a more anterior position in an
attempt to secure a free airway passage, thereby resulting in
increased lingual pressure on the dental arches. Consequently, the
increase in dental arch dimensions was observed, particularly in
children with the highest apnea index (AI) scores (>4). 50 Maeda et
al.53 have also found that maxillary dental arch constriction related
to anteroposterior skeletal discrepancy rather than maxillary
skeletal constriction is a contributory variable of malocclusion
in the development and aggravation of OSA in Japanese male
adult OSA patients.
The associations between OSA and craniofacial morphology in
children that can be explained by the connection between the mode
of breathing and postural changes have not been clearly elucidated.
In a systematic review and meta-analysis of the craniofacial
morphological characteristics in children with OSAS, Flores-Mir
et al.54 reported that dentoskeletal abnormalities consistent with
pediatric OSAS such as retrusive chin, steep mandibular plane, and
class II malocclusion with vertical/hyperdivergent growth pattern
should be considered as “red flags” or warning signs. Further
detailed exploration by dentists (in particular, orthodontists) into
the patients’ medical histories is warranted in such cases to prevent
further worsening and later transformed into a full-blown lifethreatening disorder. The authors argued that there was ambiguity
regarding the role of a hyperdivergent class II malocclusion facial
morphology in the development of OSA in children. They also
questioned whether the genesis of altered craniofacial morphology
could be due to altered growth response to OSAS.
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Fig. 2B: Severe OSA as confirmed with polysomnography

Nevertheless, in-depth knowledge and a better understanding
of malocclusion as a risk factor in the pathophysiology of the disorder
are imperative in identification and implementation of an appropriate
individualized treatment plan based on scientific rationale, while taking
into consideration the concerns and expectations of the patient.55

S u m m a ry
The role of craniofacial morphology and malocclusion in OSA
deserves special attention so that early recognition of the
abnormal craniofacial morphology and developing malocclusion
in its budding stage helps halt its further progression. Because
of heterogenicity of the OSA afflicted populations, additional
research focusing on ethnic variations in malocclusions and

involving larger populations might be beneficial in the formulation
of more meaningful and satisfying treatment plans and evaluating
treatment outcomes in OSA populations.
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